Abstract: Gene Selection from gene expression data for Cancer prediction has been an area of intensive research, aiming at identifying the minimal and optimal set of candidate genes that could generate accurate predictive performance. The two major problems encountered in this process are the high dimensionality of data with comparatively few instances and the need to categorize records under multiple classes. In this paper we propose a novel approach called Rank-Weight Feature Selection that utilizes the filtering capacity of more than one feature selection algorithm to detect the minimal set of predictive genes that generate higher predictor performance in categorizing and predicting diverse oncogenic gene expression data. The filtered features (genes) are weighted based on the number of feature relevance algorithms reporting them to be significant. The ranked genes are then used to validate the proposed method by utilizing ten classifiers over five diverse gene expression datasets. The results proved that the proposed approach generated higher predictive performance with fewer features than previously reported results with the most relevant and minimal set of genes and commend classifiers based on their accuracy and reliability in predicting cancer data.
Introduction
In recent years, gene expression profiling and data analysis has gained remarkable momentum to obtain new insights on the regulation of cellular processes in biological systems of substantial significance [1] [2] . Selection of relevant genes to differentiate between cancerous and healthy patients is a common task and has been researched extensively. Cancer prediction from microarray data currently faces two major problems. The first being the need to identify the most relevant genes for subsequent analysis and use in diagnostic practice while the second is to identify and design novel computational techniques that generate optimal predictive performance with the relevant genes [1] [2] [3] [4] . We believe this research area is of great interest to investigators from both the biological and informatics fields to identify the best predictive techniques to enhance predictive performance and explore the relevant genes for diagnostic, prognostic and therapeutic purposes. Cancer is the most deadly genetic disease, and reports trace their cause to inherited mutations or epigenetic alterations that lead to modified gene expression profile of oncogenic cells [4] . Subsequent research was focused towards microarray technology to identify up or down regulated genes that played a major role in targeted cancers, activation of oncogenic pathways, and detection of previously unknown biomarkers for clinical diagnosis [4] [5] [6] . Previous studies on gene selection and cancer prediction have affirmed the fact that it is necessary to find an optimal set of genes for each cancer type as predictors that help to classify different labelled cells with high prediction accuracy [1] [2] [3] . Hence determination of potentially predictive genes to predict and categorize oncogenic ailments has been the rationale for this research. We believe this will enhance the current state of diagnostic and prognostic practice for diverse Cancer ailments.
In this paper, we propose a novel predictor method that utilizes multiple feature relevance analysis and classification techniques to identify the most minimal and optimal set of genes for cancer prediction. The proposed model of feature evaluators and classifiers is validated through the 10-fold cross-validation method on five different gene expression datasets. Precisely this paper makes the following contributions: 1) A novel and general cancer prediction framework from gene expression datasets with improved prediction accuracy is proposed, 2) the most minimal and optimally relevant genes are identified for use in diagnostic purposes, 3) the performance of both evolutionary and supervised machine learning algorithms in multi-class categorization of five gene expression datasets have been compared and evaluated. The choice of datasets was made to identify classifier performance on diverse kinds of data (different
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews the recent and related work in the field of Cancer prediction from gene expression data. Section 3 describes the proposed framework while Section 4 elaborates on the experimental setup and discussion of obtained results. Section 5 concludes the paper with possible scope for further investigations.
Related Work
Research affirms that the effectiveness of a chosen gene subset is measured by its prediction accuracy or error rate in classification [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Different machine learning approaches have been employed to analyze microarray data including k-nearest-neighbours [1] [2] [3] [4] , artificial neural networks [5] , support vector machines [1, 6] , maximal margin linear programming [7] , and random forest [8] . Most of the previous works have not reported on the gene expression datasets that generated low prediction accuracy. Uriarte et.al [8] The proposed approach included data preparation, gene relevance ranking followed by rank-weight feature selection to identify the minimal and optimal set of genes that contributed to cancer prediction. We present a comparison of six feature relevance algorithms on all the five datasets along with their impact on the classification accuracy of ten benchmark classifiers.The novel method proposed in this paper is described in the following section.
Proposed Methodology
The proposed approach for cancer prediction from gene expression data is portrayed in Figure 1 . The benchmark datasets used to train the classifier and evaluate its performance were downloaded from Biolabs [10]. The main characteristics of the gene expression datasets are tabulated in Table 1 . The data was available as .TAB/.TXT files which were imported into MS-Excel Comma Separated Version (.CSV) files for execution on WEKA machine learning software [11] . The predictor and target attributes were identified. All gene expression datasets contained absolute values. In order to identify the most relevant genes for classification, six feature selection algorithms viz, Fuzzy Rough Set Evaluator with Best First Search approach, and attribute evaluators that ranked the features based on the Information Gain, Symmetric Uncertainty, ChiSquare Co-efficient, Relief F Factor and the Gain Ratio were utilized [12] [13]. The subset returned by the Fuzzy approach was considered to be the optimal feature subset size and all the ranking algorithms filtered the highest ranked attributes according to the subset size defined by the Fuzzy approach. The minimal feature subset returned by all the six feature selection algorithms were then compared to determine the genes that were commonly reported by all the feature selection techniques. The weight assigned to the gene equalled the number of techniques that reported it to be significant.
The novel approach is algorithmically stated below. [19] [20] . The detailed description of obtained results is discussed in the following section.
Results and Discussion
The experiments were carried out on WEKA machine learning software with plug-ins for Fuzzy and Evolutionary algorithms. All the algorithms used default parameters. The results are discussed in three sub-sections. The first section reports the performance of the feature selection algorithms on the datasets while the second presents the ranking of the features by the Rank-Weight approach. The third section reports the performance the classifiers on the gene expression datasets utilizing the ranked features and the comparison to previous work is reported. We have utilized cancer datasets that have more than 2 target classes and that have reported low prediction accuracy with existing techniques [21] .
Feature relevance analysis
We investigated the performance of six feature relevance algorithms to identify the most relevant genes for cancer prediction. The Fuzzy Rough Subset (FRS) evaluator returned the minimal subset of genes by Best First Search method while the Information Gain (IG) algorithm ranked the features in the descending order of their IG score [15] . The Symmetric Uncertainty (SY-U) technique filtered the features based on the Uncertainty score [15] while the Chi-Square significance (CS-S) technique ranked the features using the ChiSquare Significance score [11] . ReliefF (RF) method ranked the features based on the ReliefF criterion [16] while the Gain Ratio (GR) [11] filtered the features using the Gain Ratio score. Table 2 depicts the respective score obtained by the Feature Relevance algorithms on the Glioblastoma dataset. Table 3 and Table 4 portray the results of feature selection techniques on the Brain Tumor and the Lung cancer datasets. Table 5 and Table 6 present the respective feature relevance scores of selected attributes on the Childhood Leukemia and the Gastric Cancer datasets. 
Rank-weight feature selection (RWFS) approach
The attributes filtered by the feature selection algorithm on each dataset were analyzed and a weight was assigned to each attribute based on the number of feature selection techniques that reported the attribute in their ranked list. The weighted attributes were then ranked in the descending order of their weight. The results of this approach on the five gene expression datasets are tabulated in Table 7 .The datasets utilized are Glioblastoma (GB), Brain Tumor (BT), Lung Cancer (LC), Childhood Leukemia (CL) and Gastric Cancer (GC). The '-'indicates that the attribute was not ranked by the corresponding feature selection algorithm on the particular dataset while the '√' symbol indicates the attribute was included in the ranked list of the specific feature selection algorithm on the corresponding dataset. 
Classifier performance
The attributes ranked by the Rank-Weight Feature Selection approach were utilized to determine, compare and evaluate the predictive performance of ten classifiers. The Neural Network approach predicted the Glioblastoma data with an optimal accuracy of 90% as depicted in Table 8 while Table 9 and Table 10 reported the performance of FURIA to be optimal at 77.5% accuracy and 94.1% accuracy on the Brain Tumor and Lung Cancer datasets respectively. It was evident on the comparison of classifiers that the feature relevance algorithm played a pivotal role in determining classifier accuracy since the performances of the classifiers varied across the datasets. The Neural Networks classifier showed optimal performance on the Glioblastoma dataset but ranked much lower on the Brain Tumor, Lung Cancer and Gastric Cancer datasets. In Table 9 and Table 10 , FURIA reported optimal performance on the Brain Tumor and Lung cancer data but performed much less on the Glioblastoma, Childhood Leukemia and Gastric Cancer datasets. Tables 8,9 ,11 and 12. The Random Committee ensemble learning classifier and the Random Forest classifier also exhibited optimal performance in predicting Lung Cancer data but they did not attain the same level of prediction accuracy on the other four gene expression datasets as seen in Table 8, Table 9,  Table 10, Table 11 and Table 12 . The predictive accuracy obtained by 10-fold cross-validation in our proposed approach was compared to the previously reported accuracy evaluated by the same 10-fold cross-validation technique on the five gene expression datasets and the results are tabulated in Table 13 and graphically depicted in Figure 2 . Investigation of the predictive power of evolutionary and classification (data mining) techniques on the cancer gene expression datasets revealed the importance of selecting the relevant genes (features) for prediction.
Conclusion
Application of computational techniques in the field of medicine and biology has been the theme of fervent research in the recent past triggering profound social impact. This research aimed at identifying the minimal and optimal set of candidate genes for cancer prediction by utilization of feature selection and classification techniques. This work explored the performance of six feature relevance algorithms and evaluated their performance with both evolutionary and supervised machine learning techniques. Application of the proposed Rank-Weight Feature selection approach on other cancer gene expression datasets will be a rewarding area for further research. Moreover implementation of the proposed feature selection algorithm would allow any application to utilize the capacity of any number of feature selection techniques in evaluating classifier accuracy on any related application domain. 
